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Language as data
•

Empirical approach to language (science, education, technology)

•

Language use defines the problem space rather than theoretical models that
should explain it

•

How to properly sample language use:

•
•
•
•
•

data biases & dynamics,
capture variation and ambiguity
capture the complexity of context

Annotation is an interpretation of language use —> annotated corpora
Lexical resources and ontologies are structured abstractions (or generalisations)
from these interpretations (annotations)

•

Corpora are do not suﬃciently capture language as a phenomenon
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Distribution of form and meaning
Balance, representativeness and comparability
•

DutchSemCor project: http://wordpress.let.vupr.nl/dutchsemcor/
•

25 examples for each meaning of the most polysemous
and most frequent words, e.g. “paard” (horse), “band”,
“spelen” (play), “lopen” (walk)

•

Students had to search for these meanings in the
SoNaR corpus of written Dutch (500 million words)

•

23% of the meanings did not occur in SoNaR

•

but could be found on the Dutch Internet using Webcorp
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Semantic overfitting:
form and meaning

MO=mean observed
A=ambiguity

Entity
Linking

V=variation
D=dominance
E=entropy

Entity
Classification
Event
Coreference

Word Sense
Disambiguation
Semantic
Role Labeling

Ilievski, Postma, and Vossen, Semantic overfitting: what `world' do we
consider when evaluating disambiguation of text? COLING 2016.
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Word Sense Disambiguation

•
•

What does machine-learning add to just the MFS statistics?
How representative are the Senseval/Semeval task? Postma 2019
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EL Form distribution
Ilievski 2019
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EL Meaning distribution
Ilievski 2019
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What period is covered by our NLP data?

Ilievski, Postma, & Vossen 2016
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Language as data
•

This traditional process can be described as text-to-data
Police Officer Says He Was Fired
(1) for Not Shooting (2). .. The
officer could have fired (2) a shot,
but he didn’t. That officer, Stephen
Mader, now 26, was dismissed (1)
weeks later by the Weirton, W.Va.,
police department.

•

manual
annotation

We propose a new method: data-to-text, which helps us to get
from text-to-data

•

We apply this method to learn the language of framing situations
across diﬀerent languages
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Framing situations
in the Dutch Language
from structured data to text
and back from text to structured data on situations
Piek Vossen, Marten Postma, Filip Ilievski, Antske Fokkens, VU University Amsterdam
Johan Bos, Malvina Nissim, Tommaso Caselli, Groningen University
http://dutchframenet.nl
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A text tells a story
A murder and conviction: what, who , when and where

•

Jury convicts man in woman's death Saturday , 28
September 2013 01 : 43. A jury in eastern
Oklahoma has convicted a Spiro man of two
counts of first - degree murder in the 2012
shooting death of his pregnant girlfriend . The jury
deliberated almost seven hours Thursday before
convicting 27 - year - old Christopher Kenyon
Simpson in the death of 20 - year - old Ka'loni Flynn
, of Fort Smith , Ark . The jury recommended the
maximum sentence of life in prison without parole.
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FrameNet
•

Charles Fillmore, The case for case
(1968):

•
•

abstract semantic roles (agent,
patient, instrument) in addition to
syntactic relations (subject, object)

Baker, Collin F., Charles J. Fillmore,
and John B. Lowe. "The berkeley
framenet project." 1998.

•
•

situation dependent roles
Perpetrator, Crime, Victim,
Oﬀense, Verdict, Sentence
words evoke a situational Frame
with encyclopaedic knowledge

Do case roles define
the predicate or does
the predicate define
the case roles?
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A text tells a story
what, who, where, when

Subject

•

Verb

Object

Adjunct

Syntactic function

Jury convicts man in woman's death Saturday ,
28 September 2013 01 : 43.
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A text tells a story
what, who, where, when

•

Agent

Predicate

Patient

Subject

Verb

Object

Semantic roles
Adjunct

Syntactic function

Jury convicts man in woman's death Saturday ,
28 September 2013 01 : 43.
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A text tells a story
what, who, where, when

•

Judge

Verdict

Defendant Charges

Agent

Predicate

Patient

Subject

Verb

Object

FrameNet situation
Semantic roles

Adjunct

Syntactic function

Jury convicts man in woman's death Saturday ,
28 September 2013 01 : 43.
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FrameNet data structure
•

Frame: Verdict

•

Frame Elements: Case, Charges, Defendant, Finding, Judge

•

Lexical Units: verdict.n, ruling.n, pronounce.v, not guilty.a, guilty.a, finding.a, find.v, conviction.n,
convict.v, clear.v, acquittal.n, acquit.v

•

Frame: Offense

•

Frame Elements: Perpetrator, Victim

•

Lexical Units: arson.n, assault.n, battery.n, burglary.n, child abuse.n, conspiracy.n, copyright
infringement.n, felony.n, fraud.n, hijacking.n, homicide.n, indecent assault.n, kidnapping.n, larceny.n,
manslaughter.n, murder.n, negligence.n, possession.n, rape.n, robbery.n, sabotage.n, sexual
assault.n, sexual harassment.n, statutory rape.n, theft.n, treason.n

•

Frame: Arson — inherits-from —> Offense

•

Lexical Units: arson.n, arsonist.n

•

Definition: A Perpetrator intentionally sets fire to his own or someone else's property, often in order to collect an insurance
payment on this property.

•

Example: Two men were charged with ARSON.
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Frame relations
Committing a crime

Current Frame:
Committing_crime
View Legend

Called to justice

Current Frame:
Criminal_investigation
View Legend
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Frame relations 1

Current Frame:
Committing_crime
View Legend
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Frame relations 2
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Frame relations 3
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FrameNet Status
•

1,087 lexicalised frames

•

10,542 frame elements

•

13,640 lexical units in English

•

202,232 sampled(!) annotations in English texts

•

FrameNet in other languages: French, Swedish, Japanese,
Portuguese, Chinese, German, Spanish, Korean

•

Global fragment project: https://www.globalframenet.org
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FrameNet annotation

If you have a lexicon, you can lookup the frames and elements
If NOT, you need to consider all possible relevant frames and elements in each sentence
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Some issues
•

Coverage is low: frames, lexical units and annotations are unbalanced or even absent
(30% frames, 10% lexical units, 50% of the words lack annotations in test data set,
Palmer & Sporleder 2010)

•

Frames do not form an ontology and lexical units evoke a frame: arson & arsonist

•

Annotation is expensive, slow, incomplete and inconsistent:

•

20 years to build the English FrameNet AND still not suﬃcient

•

annotations fit the frames instead of fitting the frames to the texts

•

Sentence-based and not Document-based, Syntax-based and not SITUATION-BASED

•

There is no FrameNet lexicon for Dutch (!!!)
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ANNOTATION PROCESS
SoNaR klein corpus(812 tokens)
Dutch
PredicateMatrix

document in CAT format

(1)

Input sentence

predicate

PropBank structure

Frame selection

(2)
Validation
➤
➤
➤

Frame-lookup

(3)

FrameNet

participants

Store in CAT

Frame element selection

Annotation tool: loads parsed text, provides access to frames through Dutch and English
words, provides access to elements after frame is selected
Validation of disagreements using the visual CAT tool, where we mark all disagreeing
annotations and related annotations
4 student assistants worked for 6 months (8 hours/week), supervised by a PostDoc
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ANNOTATION TOOL

The four outerplanets stood then in one line.
“The four outer planets were aligned in those days.”
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CAT annotation tool

Lenzi, Valentina Bartalesi, Giovanni Moretti, and Rachele Sprugnoli. "CAT: the CELCT Annotation Tool." In LREC, pp. 333-338. 2012.
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SONAR-KLEIN CORPUS (825K TOKENS)
116 documents with PropBank annotations
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ANNOTATING DUTCH CORPUS WITH FRAMES AND ELEMENTS
4 student assistants worked for 6 months (8 hours/week), supervised by a PostDoc

Nr. of files
Annotated verb tokens
Annotated verb types
Unique frames
Unique lexical units (lemma-frame combinations)*
Average nr. lexical units per frame
Agreement
Strict frame agreement
hierarchical relations
Lenient frame agreement
all relations
Frame element agreement for same frame

116
5,250
1,335
671
4,755
7
Percentage
47%
51%
54%
79%

* double annotations, not resolving disagreements
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FROM-DATA-TO-TEXT INSTEAD OF FROM-TEXT-TO-DATA
➤

Annotating situations in text is expensive, slow and diﬃcult
and there is no guarantee that the diﬀerent text that describe
the same situation will get the same annotation

➤

Our solution:

➤

➤

Start from a registration of situations

➤

Find texts that report on the same situation

➤

Annotate these texts together given the knowledge of the
situation

Vossen, Piek, Filip Ilievski, Marten Postma, and Roxane Segers.
"Don’t Annotate, but Validate: a Data-to-Text Method for
Capturing Event Data." LREC-2018.
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FROM-TEXT-TO-DATA: HOW TO KNOW THAT TEXTS ARE ABOUT THE SAME EVENT?
News texts
Police Officer Says He Was Fired
(1) for Not Shooting (2). .. The
officer could have fired (2) a shot,
but he didn’t. That officer, Stephen
Mader, now 26, was dismissed (1)
weeks later by the Weirton, W.Va.,
police department.
reference

Event-Graph
Police Officer, he, a white police
officer, the officer, that officer,
Mr. Mader, Stephen Mader
fn:Employee
(1) fire dismiss

The Weirton Police Department
terminated (1) Mr. Mader’s
employment because he chose not
to use deadly force to shoot (2)
fn:Firing
and kill (2) and African-American
man, who was suicidal, and whom
fn:Employer
Mr. Mader reasonably believed
did not pose a risk of death or
the Weirton W.Va.,
serious bodily injury,
police department

fn:Agent

not

(2) fire shoot,
kill, use deadly
force

fn:Shoot_Projectiles
fn:Hit_Target
fn:Target
a young black man,
African-American man
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FROM-TEXT-TO-DATA: HOW TO KNOW THAT TEXTS ARE ABOUT THE SAME EVENT?
News texts
Police Officer Says He Was Fired
(1) for Not Shooting (2). .. The
officer could have fired (2) a shot,
but he didn’t. That officer, Stephen
Mader, now 26, was dismissed (1)
weeks later by the Weirton, W.Va.,
police department.
reference

nl.upost Een voormalige Weirton, W.Va.,
politieagent heeft woensdag een
.info
rechtszaak tegen de stad

Event-Graph
Police Officer, he, a white
police officer, the officer, that
officer, politieagent
fn:Employee
(1) fire dismiss
ontslagen

ingediend. Hij beweerde dat hij
fn:Firing
werd ontslagen omdat hij collega's
in gevaar had gebracht nadat hij
ervoor gekozen had geen man te
fn:Employer
schieten en te doden die tijdens
een huiselijk geschil een wapen the Weirton W.Va.,
had gezet.
police department

fn:Agent

not

(2) fire shoot,
schieten, doden

fn:Shoot_Projectiles
fn:Hit_Target
fn:Target
a young black man,
African-American man
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FROM-DATA-TO-TEXT FOR A GIVEN TYPE OF EVENT
accidents, legal, sports, business, social protests, calamities

Microworld

Event registry

Reference text

www.gunviolencearchive.org

Police Officer Says He Was Fired (1) for
Not Shooting (2). .. The officer could
have fired (2) a shot, but he didn’t. That
officer, Stephen Mader, now 26, was
dismissed (1) weeks later by the Weirton,
W.Va., police department.

Stephen Mader

structured data

(1) dismiss

Weirton W.Va.,
police department

(2) shoot

reference

African-American man

incident specific frame
fn:Firing
fn:Employer

fn:Shoot_Projectiles
fn:Hit_Target
fn:Agent

fn:Employee fn:Target

The Weirton Police Department
terminated (1) Mr. Mader’s employment
because he chose not to use deadly force
to shoot (2) and kill and AfricanAmerican man, who was suicidal, and
whom Mr. Mader reasonably believed did
not pose a risk of death or serious bodily
injury,
Een voormalige Weirton, W.Va.,
politieagent heeft woensdag een
rechtszaak tegen de stad ingediend. Hij
beweerde dat hij werd ontslagen omdat
hij collega's in gevaar had gebracht
nadat hij ervoor gekozen had geen man
te schieten en te doden die tijdens een
huiselijk geschil een wapen had gezet.
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FROM-DATA-TO-TEXT
➤

Advantages:
➤

Structured information for establishing reference is already
given

➤

Everything that is related to the type of incident needs to be
annotated but the set of frames and elements is small and
coherent

➤

Everything that is not related to the type of incident can be
ignored (speech acts, cognitive verbs, side-stories)

➤

less conservative annotations, more (true) variation

➤

faster, higher agreement

➤

better starting point for cross-lingual interoperability
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query for crimes
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query for crimes

a crime incident
structured data for crime incident
link to Wikipedia
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query for crimes

a crime incident

structured data for crime incident
link to Wikipedia
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query for crimes

link to References

a crime incident

structured data for crime incident
link to Wikipedia

Reference text with mentions
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1. Sparql query for accidents

5. Dutch Wikipedia

2. List of accidents

3. Structured data for accident

4. Link to Dutch Wikipedia

6. Links to reference texts

7. Reference text original

8. Reference text in the wayback machine

https://
www.volkskrant.nl/
archief/geboren-voorhet-ongeluk~a3307696/

https://web.archive.org/web/
20171012150057/https://
www.volkskrant.nl/archief/
geboren-voor-hetongeluk~a3307696/
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STRUCTURED EVENT DATA
DBpedia (Knuth et al., 2015; Elbassuoni et al., 2010), Wikidata (Vrandečić
and Krötzsch, 2014), and YAGO2 (Hoffart et al., 2013)

event class

wikidata ID

# events
55

explosion

Q179057

crime

Q83267

1.468

natural disaster

Q8065

1.160

accident

Q171558

2.126

sport compeCCon

Q13406554

elecCon

Q40231

8.178

referendum

Q43109

134

voCng

Q189760

TOTAL

41.245

17.110
71.476
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Data-to-Text Platform
Incident types

sports

elections

accidents

Wikidata

Wikipedia

Microworlds

Secondary
reference
texts

Primary
reference
texts

RDF-SEM

NAF-XML

NAF-XML

murder
RDF-GAF

festivals
etc…

Annotation
Frames
and
Elements

Lexical
Units

OWL

RDF-LEMON
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Research
•

Research questions:

•

Lexical competence and performance of framing situations in
Dutch across a variety of genres (inc. historical distance) and for a
set of domains:

•

Pragmatic implicatures of using these frames in specific contexts.

•

Contrastive corpus analysis on unannotated texts from the diﬀerent
domain texts linked to the types of incidents: e.g. token-type ratios
reflecting vocabulary diversity and granularity of locations, time
boundaries, and participants of the events.

•

Manual (gold-data) and automatic (silver-data) annotations.
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Framing effects
•

Granularity of descriptions of situations:

•

Participants described at the level of individuals (people’s names),
their roles (e.g. suspect or victim), their background (gender, position,
race, profession), as members of a group, or simply left out

•

Event as a long-term process, in terms of causes, motivations or
intentions and consequences, or physically as sequences of actions.

•

Foregrounding and backgrounding and implicit and explicit realisations
of frame elements in the text, e.g. focusing on victims and when on
suspects

•

Judgements, hopes and fears, emotions of participants and the
expected positive or negative impact of events.
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Extraction Process
E traction of incidents and reference te ts
e en

e

lang age

n a SPARQL
e
n Wikida a

f ame elemen
f in e e

c llec i n f
inciden

b ain Wiki edia
d c men
ia hei API

c n ain
c ed
de c i i n f he
inciden , label in
he lang age and
iki edia age i le

b ain addi i nal
inf ma i n ab
he
Wiki age

e e nal
ce ,
lang age link ,
h e link , ...

inciden
ih
Wiki edia e

e iali e
RDF ( le)

C llec i n f inciden
and e
in RDF

Creation of pilot data
en ich i h f ame and
elemen h gh ene ame
C llec i n f inciden
and e

elec

il

da a

C llec i n f il
inciden

P e ce
d c men
ih
S aC

e iali e
d c men
NAF
en ich i h en i
link
C llec i n f il
d c men in NAF

efe ence f he inciden
i h highe
ali : m
c m le e me a da a,
medi m- i ed de c i i n in all
h ee lang age , ..., ing he
ec i n f he Wiki edia a icle

keni a i n,
de endenc
a ing, ..

ba ed n Wiki edia
h e link
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Dublin Core (dc):
FrameNet (fn):
Simple Event Model (sem):
Grounded Annotation FrameWork (gaf):
Others (rdfs, rdf, owl time)

meta data on sources
conceptual situational schema
events, participants, time and location relations
anchoring instances to mentions in sources
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Pilot data
•

number of incidents: 211

•

event types: 175 elections, 36 murders

•

total number of text files 633

•

Files per language: {'en': 215, 'nl': 212, 'it': 212}

•

about 12/0.5 hours to generate the data
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Initial statistics on elections
Most common hyperlinks extracted from Wikipedia pages (we only use the first section)
English

Dutch

Italian
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Most dominant frames
(using open-sesame)
election

murder
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Validation versus annotation
•

Given:

•

the dominant frames and frame elements of an incident

•

explicit references to participants, place and time

•

Pre-annotate with frames given the dominant frames

•

Validate the pre-annotation

•

Add the frame-elements

•

Resolve (co-)reference to the same event and entity instances
across reference texts in diﬀerent languages
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http://framing.fii800.lod.labs.vu.nl
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Conclusion
•

Data-to-text PLATFORM to create massive data on situations and there framing
across languages

•

All code, annotations and lexicons available as open source:

•

http://dutchframenet.nl

•

Capture more variation and more representative data

•

Supervised and unsupervised machine-learning on the data to create semantic role
labellers

•

Challenges:

•

cover all types of incidents and situations

•

speech-acts, cognitive events
Piek Vossen, 2019

